The method of dehomogenizing graded rings has been used successfully in algebraic geometry, e.g., a determinental ring is a dehomogenization of a Schubert cycle. We extend this method to noncommutative graded rings, dehomogenizing suitably graded rings to Zariski filtered rings and deriving, in a very elementary way, homological properties related to Ausländer regularity and the Gorenstein property for noncommutative rings. As an application we study the lifting of such properties from a quotient modulo an invertible ideal.
Introduction
In projective algebraic geometry, homogeneous coordinate rings appear together with a suitable dehomogenization. For example, if V(I) is a projective variety determined by a homogeneous ideal / of the polynomial ring k[Xo, ... , X"] and R is the graded coordinate ring k[Xo, ... , X"]/I, then A = R/(l -Xq)R is a isomorphic to the coordinate ring of the open affine subvariety complementary to the hyperplane "at infinity" (defined by the vanishing of Xo) in V(I). In a similar way every determinantal ring is a dehomogenization of a Schubert cycle (being the graded coordinate ring of a Schubert variety), and this dehomogenization principle is the basis for the study of determinantal rings (cf.
[BV] for detail). We now extend a similar method to certain graded rings such that a suitable dehomogenization is a Zariskian filtered ring having the original graded ring as its Rees ring in the sense of [1, 10] . For example, the (2« + 1 )-dimensional Heisenberg Lie algebra g has an enveloping algebra i/(g), which turns out to be the Rees ring of the «th Weyl algebra An(k), assuming char A; = 0, filtered by the X-filtration (this is not the Bernstein filtration!). One of the immediate corollaries of this viewpoint is: gl.dim(C/(g)) = GK.dim(C/(g)) = 2« + 1. We study in some detail Noetherian properties, Auslander regularity properties, and Gorenstein properties. This provides a remarkable reversion of methods; in [17, 10, 12, 9] Zariskian nitrations have been investigated by using graded techniques on graded modules over the Rees ring and the associated graded ring of the filtration, but now we use the results on filtered rings in deriving results for graded rings. Moreover, the generalized Rees ring used in [4, 5] turns out to be a Rees ring of a suitable filtration, and this allows us to lift certain ungraded properties modulo invertible ideals. In fact we can close a double loop and establish graded versions of the latter ungraded results (under weaker graded conditions) that have some independent interest.
Preliminaries
Let A be a filtered ring with filtration FA = {FnA, n e Z} . Then there are two graded rings determined by FA, i.e., the associated graded ring G(A) = Qjn€ZF"A/F"_iA and the Rees ring A = 0"€Z FnA . Similarly, for any filtered -module M with filtration FM = {F"M, n £ Z}, one defines the asso- Then it is central regular in A. The class of Ji"-torsionfree graded ^-modules, i.e., the graded modules in which there is no nonzero element annihilated by X, forms a full subcategory of A-gr, denoted by S*x ■ The following lemma sums up various relations between the filtered and associated graded objects.
2.1. Lemma [1] . Let A be a filtered ring with filtration FA and M £ A-filt with filtration FM. Put I = XÄ.
(1) AJI°*G(A), M/IM^G(M). The foregoing lemma is the basis for many results on filtered rings, in particular for the so-called Zariskian filtered rings including both positively filtered rings (Weyl algebra and the enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra) and the filtered rings with nontrivial negative part (classical Zariski rings with 7-adic nitrations and the ring of microlocal differential operators), e.g., [1, 17, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] 6 ], etc.
From Lemma 2.1 it is clear that any filtered ring is a dehomogenization of its associated Rees ring. In this note we do the opposite, i.e., we show that by taking a suitable dehomogenization, many of the graded rings may be made into Rees rings associated to Zariskian filtered rings. So in this way one also gets information for a given graded ring from its associated filtered ring.
Dehomogenization
Let R = (&"eZRn be any Z-graded ring and X a homogeneous element of degree 1 in R. Then since for any homogeneous element rn £ Rn and t > 0, we have r" = X'r" + (1 -X')r" and the quotient ring A = R/(l -X) where ( 1 -X) is the ideal of R generated by 1 -X may be made into a filtered ring by endowing it with the filtration FA = {FnA = (Rn + (1 -X))/(\ -X), n £ Z}.
Obviously the filtration FA defined on A is exhaustive.
3.1. Lemma. With the above notations, if X is a regular homogeneous element, then
(1) (1 -X)R<lRn = 0 for all n eZ.
(2) If X is also a normal element (i.e., XR = RX) then X is central if and only if (I -X)R is an ideal of R.
Proof. (1) is straightforward. To prove (2), let us consider the natural morphism n: R -> R/(l -X)R. Since R is graded and X is normal, if we look at the image of Xr -r'X under the morphism n for any homogeneous element r in R, then the property ( 1 ) yields the equivalence immediately.
Recall from [NVO] that for a G-graded ring R by a group G, the graded Jacobson radical of R, denoted by Jg(R), is the largest proper graded ideal of R such that for all a £ Jg(R) n Re it follows that 1 + ar is a unit. In other words, Jg(R) is the largest proper graded ideal of R such that its intersection with Re is contained in the Jacobson radical of Re where e is the neutral element of G. (2), (3), and (5) may be verified easily, so we only include the proof of (1) and (3) here.
Since, by definition, G{A) = © /"+ifi~-*rf* ' R/XR = <SR» + XRIXR ■ For each n one may define an isomorphism of additive groups <p" : G(A)" -► Ä" + XR/XR as follows: r" + R"_x + ( 1 -X)Ä h-> r" + XÄ. Indeed, since for every r"_i e .R"_i we have r"_i = Xrn-X + (1 --Y)r"_i, it follows that <p" is well defined. Moreover, if r" £ XR then r" = A>"_! for some rn-X £ Rn-i ■ Hence r" = Xrn-X = rn-X-(l-X)rn-X. This shows that tp" is an isomorphism. If we combine all cp" , then the required graded ring isomorphism is obtained.
Suppose X £ Jg(R). It follows that XR_X c Jg(R) n R0 , i.e., 1 -Xr_x is invertible in Rq for every r_i £ R-X . But then it follows from r_i =
The converse follows from Lemma 3.1 (1).
Example (i). Let us look at the «th Weyl algebra A"(k) over a field k of characteristic zero. It is well known that A"(k) = U(g)/(l -z)U(g), where f/(g) is the enveloping algebra of the (2n + 1 )-dimensional Heisenberg Lie algebra with basis {xi,..., xtt,yi,... ,y", z} over k. We claim that U(g) is the Rees algebra of A"(k) with respect to the X-filtration on An(k) (see [2] ), i.e., YJm -{Ö -¿Za<n aa(x)ya} , the set of differential operators of order < n where qa(x) £ k[xi, ... , xn]. Indeed, if we put deg(x,) = 0, deg(y,) = 1 for i=l,...,« in the tensor algebra T(g) determined by g, then i/(g) becomes a graded algebra with z a central regular homogeneous element of degree 1, and the filtration we defined on Í7(g)/(1 -z)U(g) as before is actually the Xfiltration. Hence A"(k) S Î7(g) by Proposition 3.2. Since the associated graded rings of A"(k) with respect to both the standard-and the Z-filtration are the same, i.e., the polynomial ring in 2« variables over k , it follows from [9] that gl. dim(U(g)) = 2n + 1 = GK. dim(f7(g)) (the latter one is the Gelfand-Kirillov Another use of (1) and (2) above will be given later.
Recall from [10] A is a left Zariskian filtered ring).
Proof. The proof follows from the definition of Zariskian filtration and Proposition 3.2(3).
When the given graded ring R has a positive or left limited gradation, i.e., there exists an integer c such that R" = 0 for all n < c, Theorem 3.4 may be reduced to 3.5. Theorem. Let R have a positive or left limited gradation. Let X be a regular central homogeneous element of degree 1 in R. The following statements are equivalent :
( 1 ) R is left Noetherian. (2) R/XR is left Noetherian.
Proof. Note that under the assumption we always have A -A or in other words
A is complete with respect to its filtration FA. Hence by Proposition 3.2(1) and Theorem 3.3, A is Zariskian, and consequently A is Noetherian. But by Proposition 3.2(2) R is certainly Noetherian too. The implication (1) =$■ (2) is trivial.
Let R be any Z-graded ring and / a graded ideal of R with a centralizing sequence of homogeneous generators {Xi, ... , Xn} of degree 1, i.e., for each j £ {0, ... ,n -1} the image Xj+i of Xj+i in Rj -R/^JXíR is central element. We introduce two conditions on the ideal / : (RN) Xj+i is regular in Rj .
(JN) Xj+i£jg(Rj).
Now an easy induction yields the following 3.6. Corollary. Let R be a Z-graded ring and I an ideal of R with a centralizing sequence of homogeneous generators {Xx, ... , X"} of degree 1. Suppose that I satisfies the condition (RN). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) R is left Noetherian, and I satisfies the condition (JN). ( 1 ) R is left Noetherian.
(2) R/I is left Noetherian.
Lifting properties
First recall 4.1. Theorem [17] . Let R be a Z-graded Noetherian ring, and let X be a central regular homogeneous element of positive contained in Jg(R). If R/XR is a gr-maximal order in a gr-simple gr-Artinian ring, then R is a gx-maximal order in a gr-simple gr-Artinian ring.
4.2. Proposition. Let R be a Z-graded Noetherian ring and I an ideal of R with a centralizing sequence of homogeneous generators {Xx, ... , X"} of degree 1. Suppose that I satisfies the conditions (RN) and (JN). If R/I isa gr-maximal order in a gr-simple gr-Artinian ring, then R resp. R/(l-Xx)R isa gr-maximal resp. maximal order in a gr-simple gr-Artinian resp. simple Artinian ring. Proof. We will only prove the theorem for n = 1 . (For n > 1 an easy induction may be used.) By our assumptions the filtered ring A = R/(\ -XX)R with filtration as before is Zariskian (Theorem 3.4). Hence our assertions follow from Proposition 3.2 and [17, Theorem 5].
4.3. Proposition. Let R have a positive or left limited gradation and I an ideal of R with a normalizing sequence of homogeneous generators {Xx, ... , Xn} of degree 1. Suppose that I satisfies the condition (RN). If R/I is a Noetherian gr-maximal order in a gr-simple gr-Artinian ring, then R resp. R/(l -XX)R is a Noetherian gr-maximal resp. maximal order in a gr-simple gr-Artinian resp. simple Artinian ring. Proof. For n = 1 consider the filtered ring R/(l -XX)R as before. Then this follows from Proposition 3.2, Theorem 3.5, and [17, Theorem 5] . An induction completes the proof for n > 1 .
Finally, recall from homological algebra (see [15, 16] ) that if R is a Noetherian ring and Ai is a finitely generated .R-module with finite projective dimension, then there exists a unique smallest integer Jr(M) suchthat Ext¿" (M, R) 0. The number Jr(M) is called the grade number of M.
A (Z-graded) ring R is called (graded) Gorenstein resp. Auslander regular if (Al) R is left and right Noetherian.
(A2) inj.dimR = p < oo resp. gl.dimi? = p < oo where inj.dim/? denotes the injective dimension of R .
(A3) For any nonzero finitely generated (graded) left and right .R-module M, any 0 < k < p, and any nonzero (graded) submodule TV c Ext^(M, R), it follows that Ext'R(N, R) = 0 for all I <k.
4.4. Theorem [7] . Let R be a left and right Noetherian ring and X a regular central element of R. Let R(X) denote the localization of R at the Ore set {1, X, X2, ...} . Suppose that R/XR and R(X) we Auslander regular. Then R is Auslander regular. ], but the proofs we gave here are very simple. In other words, we have escaped from the complicated mixed use of filtration and "double gradations" on one graded ring. We are still unable to give a "trivial" proof of [9, Theorem 5.9] in the general case without using the "double gradations." (1) R is Noetherian (or equivalently R(I) is Noetherian), and I c J(R).
(2) The I-adic filtration on R is Zariskian. (c) gl. dim R(I) = 1 +gl.dimC7(yl) < 2 -fgl. dim R/I, gl.dim.R == 1 + gl. dim G¡(R) < 2 + gl. dim R/I where R resp. G¡(R) is the Rees ring resp. associated graded ring of R with respect to the I-adic filtration on R.
(2) If R/I is Auslander regular then R and R(I) are Auslander regular. Proof. By the assumptions on R and /, we can use Theorem 5.2, Observation 5.1, the properties of a strongly graded ring, and [10, 9] to prove the theorem.
5.4. Theorem. Let R be a ring and I an invertible ideal of R. Suppose that R (or R(I)) is Noetherian. Then (1) gl.dimÄ(/)< max{ 1 + gl. dim G(A), 1+gl.dim^} < max{2 + gl.dim(R/I), 1+gl.dim^}.
If gl. dim(R/I) < oo then the first equality holds.
(2) If R/I and A are Auslander regular then R and R(I) are Auslander regular.
Proof. Use Observation 5.1, Theorem 4.4, and the results for nonZariskian ring in [7] . Now, let us consider the graded invertible ideal. Again, we need some more technical preparation work. 5.5. New strongly graded structure over a strongly graded ring. Let R beany Zgraded ring, say R = 0"eZ Rn ■ Consider the graded subring R+ = 0">o Rn = ®">o(Ri)" . where we have put (Ri)° = R0.
Let U = R ®R R+, i.e., we are looking at R+ as an i?0-bimodule and constructing the strongly graded Ä-module as usual. Then Uk = Rk®R+^Q)lRk®Rn\ ^0/W This shows that each Uk , k £ Z is a subgroup of R. So by passing to the multiplication on R, we obtain a strongly graded ring structure on U such that i/o a R+.
On the other hand, consider the polynomial ring R[y] = 0">oiîy" . Then since for any st £ Rt, sty" £ Rty" = R(t-n)+nyn , it follows that *[y]-®Ry" = 0 (0^+^) = 0uk = u, n>0 k€Z \n>0 / kEZ and the latter isomorphism is a ring morphism.
5.6. Remark.
(1) Similarly, we may obtain the same result for the graded subring R-= 0"<o*« of R.
(2) The construction we made above may be applied to study the strongly graded ring given by the tensor ring structure determined by an element in Pic(i?) of a ring R, but this is the task of our forthcoming work.
